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PACKAGE OUTLINE Pin Assignments Marking
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Pin Configuration and Functions

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The LMV324IDR(MS) (quad)are general purpose,l
ow offset,high frequency response andlow power
operational amplifiers. With an excellent bandwidt
h of 1MHz,a slew rate of1V/μs,and a quiescent c
urrent of 28μA peramplifier at 5V,the LMV324IDR
(MS) family can bedesigned into a wide range of
applications.
The LMV324IDR(MS) op-amps are designed to p 

rovideoptimal performance in low voltage and low 

power systems.The input common-modevoltage r 

ange includes ground,and themaximum input offs 

et voltage are 3mV.Theseparts provide rail-to-rail 
output swing into heavyloads.
The LMV324IDR(MS) families of operational am 

plifiersare specified at the full temperature range 

of -40℃ to +125°℃ under single or dual powers 

upplies of 1.5V to 5.5V.

FEATURES


















APPLICATION

Input Offset Voltage:1mV (Typical)

Low Supply Current:28μA(Vs=5V)

Supply Range:1.8V to 5.5V
Gain Bandwidth:1MHz(Vs=5V)

Slew rate:1V/us (Vs=5V)

Rail-to-Rail Input and Output

Low Cost

Micro size Packages:

LMV324IDR(MS:SOIC-14

S
 Battery and Power Supply Control

 Audio Outputs

 Smoke/Gas/Environment Sensors
 Portable Equipment and Mobile Devices
 Sensor Interfaces
 Active Filters
 Medical Equipment
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Pin Description

PIN
I/O DESCRIPTION

NAME Number

+INA 3 Noninverting input,channel A

+INB 5 Noninverting input,channel B

+INC 10 Noninverting input,channel C

+IND 12 Noninverting input,channel D

-INA 2 Inverting input,channel A

-INB 6 Inverting input,channel B

-INC 9 Inverting input,channel C

-IND 13 Inverting input,channel D

OUTA 1 O Output,channel A

OUTB 7 O Output,channel B

OUTC 8 Output,channel C

OUTD 14 O Output,channel D

V- 4 一 Negative (lowest)power supply

V+ 11 一 Positive (highest)power supply

TYPICAL APPLICATION
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Detailed Description
Oyerview

The LMV324IDR(MS) devices are a low power,unity-gain stable,rail-to-rail operational amplifier that operate in a
single-supply voltage range of 1.8V to 5.5V (±0.9V to ±2.75V).A high supply voltage of 6V(absolute maximum)can
permanently damage the amplfier.Rail-to-rail input and output wobbles significantly increase the dynamic
range,especially in low-supply applications.Good layout practices require that a 0.1uF capacitor be used where it
is tightly threaded through the power supply pin.

Phase Reversal Protection
The LMV324IDR(MS) devices have internal phase-reversal protection.Many op amps exhibit phase reversal when
the input is driven beyond the linear common-mode range.This condition is most often encountered in noninverting
circuits when the input is driven beyond the specified common- mode voltage range,causing the output to reverse
into the opposite rail.The input of the LMV324IDR(MS) prevents phase reversal with excessive commonmode
voltage.Instead,the appropriate rail limits the output voltage

Typical Applications
1 Voltage Follower
As shown in Figure 12,the voltage gain is 1.With this circuit,the output voltage Vour is configured to be equal to the
input voltage Vin.Due to the high input impedance and low output impedance,the circuit can also stabilize the
output voltage,the output voltage expression is Detailed Descriptio
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Detailed Description 

Oyerview

The LMV324IDR(MS) devices are a low power,unity-gain stable,rail-to-rail operational amplifier that operate in a 

single-supply voltage range of 1.8V to 5.5V (±0.9V to ±2.75V).A high supply voltage of 6V(absolute maximum)can 

permanently damage the amplfier.Rail-to-rail input and output wobbles significantly increase the dynamic 

range,especially in low-supply applications.Good layout practices require that a 0.1uF capacitor be used where it 
is tightly threaded through the power supply pin.

Phase Reversal Protection
The LMV324IDR(MS) devices have internal phase-reversal protection.Many op amps exhibit phase reversal when 

the input is driven beyond the linear common-mode range.This condition is most often encountered in noninverting 

circuits when the input is driven beyond the specified common- mode voltage range,causing the output to reverse 

into the opposite rail.The input of the LMV324IDR(MS) prevents phase reversal with excessive commonmode 

voltage.Instead,the appropriate rail limits the output voltage

Typical Applications
1 Voltage Follower
As shown in Figure 12,the voltage gain is 1.With this circuit,the output voltage Vour is configured to be equal to the 

input voltage Vin.Due to the high input impedance and low output impedance,the circuit can also stabilize the 

output voltage,the output voltage expression is Detailed Descriptio
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REEL SPECIFICATION

P/N PKG QTY

LMV324IDR(MS) SOIC-14 2500
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Attention

■ Any and all MSKSEMI Semiconductor products described or contained herein do not have specifications that can

handle applications that require extremely high levels of reliability, such as life-support systems, aircraft's control systems, or

other applications whose failure can be reasonably expected to result in serious physical and/or material damage. Consult with

your MSKSEMI Semiconductor representative nearest you before using any MSKSEMI Semiconductor products described

or contained herein in such applications.

■ MSKSEMI Semiconductor assumes no responsibility for equipment failures that result from using products at values that

exceed, even momentarily, rated values (such as maximum ratings, operating condition ranges, or other parameters) listed in

products specificationsof any andall MSKSEMI Semiconductor products described orcontained herein.
■ Specifications of any and all MSKSEMI Semiconductor products described or contained herein stipulate the

performance, characteristics, and functions of the described products in the independent state, and are not guarantees of the

performance, characteristics, and functions of the described products as mounted in the customer’s products or equipment. To

verify symptoms and states that cannot be evaluated in an independent device, the customer should always evaluate and test

devices mounted in the customer’sproducts orequipment.

■ MSKSEMI Semiconductor. strives to supply high-quality high-reliability products. However, any and all semiconductor

products fail with someprobability. It is possiblethat these probabilistic failures could give rise to accidents or events that could

endanger human lives, that could give rise to smoke or fire, or that could cause damage to other property. When designing

equipment, adopt safety measures so that these kinds of accidents or events cannot occur. Such measures include but are

not limited to protective circuits anderror prevention circuitsfor safedesign, redundant design, and structural design.

■ In the event that any or all MSKSEMI Semiconductor products(including technical data, services) described or contained

herein are controlled under any of applicable local export control laws and regulations, such products must not be exported

without obtaining the export license from theauthorities concerned in accordance with the above law.
■ No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or

mechanical, including photocopying and recording, or any information storage or retrieval system, or otherwise, without the prior

written permission of MSKSEMI Semiconductor.

■ Information (including circuit diagrams and circuit parameters) herein is for example only ; it is not guaranteed for volume

production. MSKSEMI Semiconductor believes information herein is accurate and reliable, but no guarantees are made or

implied regarding its use or any infringementsof intellectual property rights or other rightsof third parties.
■ Any and all information described or contained herein are subject to change without notice due to

product/technology improvement, etc. Whendesigning equipment, referto the "Delivery Specification" for the MSKSEMI

Semiconductor productthat you intend to use.
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